San Diego Sporting Dog Club Inc.
GUN SAFETY and FIELD TRAINING REGULATIONS

1. All guns must be unloaded and actions left open when not in the Bird
Field or on the starting line. Size 6 shot and larger are prohibited.
2. Two gunners shall accompany the handler into the bird planting area.
Each gunner must have a valid California hunting license. An adult must
accompany junior gunners, anyone 18 years of age and under.
3. Handlers will not gun over their own dogs. Handlers should advise
gunners of who will flush the bird and if he wants the flushed bird shot.
4. Gunners should always position themselves in close proximity and off to
one side of the dog handler, so as to give the gunners a safe shot at the
flushed bird. After flushing the bird, the handler should drop to the ground,
if close to the line of fire.
5. Gunners, if in doubt 'DON'T SHOOT'! Don't subject dog handlers and/or
dogs to muzzle blast. Be conscious of dogs breaking after birds and the
direction of any persons and dogs in or around the immediate area.
6. Additional persons may go into the bird planting area with the dog
handler's permission. Spectators must stay close behind the dog handler. If
the spectator is an instructor he/she also must stay with the dog handler.
7. Any and all missed-on-shot birds shall not be pursued out of the bird field.
8. All other persons not involved with the immediate training should stay in
the designated spectator area or parking area.
9. Dogs not participating in training in the bird field should be leashed,
kenneled or restricted by a staked chain or chain gang.
10. No alcohol is to be consumed by any person while participating before
or during the event.
11. Eye protection from shot is required t all times for everyone.
12. Anyone entering the bird field or training area must wear a hunter
orange vest and/or hat.
*All members are required to read and understand the above 'Gun Safety
and Field Training Regulations' and abide by them for the well-being and
safety of all concerned.

